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PREFACE
Dear members of Di-Et-Tri,
Welcome to the third edition of this year’s Health issue,
which is all about guilty pleasures!
It seems like whenever people hear that we study
Nutrition and Health, they immediately think we don’t
enjoy a good guilty snack. Usually they picture us as
the typical ‘voedingsmiepjes’ and ‘henken’; chewing on
raw vegetables with hummus, hitting the gym and living
a super healthy lifestyle. Not that we don’t love hummus
(which we do) and not that we don’t try to be healthy
(from time to time), but we thought it was time to throw
that stereotype overboard and talk about this very relatable topic. As you probably know, the board of Di-Et-Tri
has recently changed. If you want to get to know the
members of the new board a little better, and discover
what their guilty pleasures are, quickly head over to
page 7. If ‘Heel holland bakt’ is on your list of guilty
pleasures, you’ll probably know Guido Camps. He is a
professor at Wageningen University but also one of last
season’s finalists in the tv-show. For an interview about
his thoughts on guilty pleasures head over to pages 8-9.
If you love chocolate as much as we do, you can read
ALL about it in the dig deeper article on pages 10-11,
and for the real chocolate-freaks among us we also tested three delicious chocolate baking-mixes and reviewed
them on pages 20 -21. We will also talk a bit more serious about guilty pleasures. In the articles about obesity
on pages 12-13, and bingewatching on page 22, you can
read a bit about what can happen when a guilty pleasure
takes over your life.
We really hope you enjoy reading this Health Issue as
much as we enjoyed making it! And please enjoy your
guilty pleasures, because life would be boring without
them.

Editors
healthissue.diettri@gmail.com
Emma Mouthaan
Roos Caanen
Laura Bosman
Annika Suichies
Romay Canfijn
Ilse Reus
Iris Leeman
Frederique Pruim
Carola Vos

On behalf of the Health Issue board,
Roos Caanen
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CHAIRCHAT
Dear members of Di-Et-Tri,
As I am writing this, some of you are working hard on
passing their re-exams, others are enjoying their holidays. After these re-exam weeks the second half year
of this academic year will start. This means it is also
time for a new board! In January the board change
took place which we celebrated with a constitution
drink at H41. A lot of boards of other study associations and of course a lot of members were present. I
would like to thank everyone who came to celebrate
with us! Especially since it snowed a lot, which made it
a bit harder to cycle to H41 than it would normally be.
However, snow is of course also a lot of fun. Bram and
Sam for example took the opportunity to make snow
angels during the drink (Hint, prove of this is present
in ‘het hok’).
A new board also means new board targets. For those
who could not attend the GMM, I will share some of
the targets with you. The upcoming months we will
focus on updating the articles of the association. We
will also organize a thesis market together with the
department of human nutrition which will probably take
place in period 6. We hope the thesis market gives you
more insight in all of the thesis opportunities. Besides
that, we are currently busy with setting up an orientation day committee since we lost the position of commissioner of inquiries in the board. The theme of this
Health Issues is all about guilty pleasures. I am sure
everyone has their secret guilty pleasures, at least we
do! To find out what the guilty pleasures of the board
are, it is time to take a further look in this Health Issue!
Enjoy reading and please do not laugh at us to loudly!
On behalf of the board,
Lisanne Vintcent
President of Di-Et-Tri
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Board Di-Et-Tri
diettri@wur.nl
Chairwoman
Lisanne Vintcent
Secretary
Annabel van Dieën
Treasurer
Bram Bolwerk
Com. Internal affairs
Sam Hoogaars
Com. Publicity
Emma Vieveen
Com. Education
Yela van Leeuwen

COMMITEE NEWS!
FIRST YEAR COMMITTEE PUB QUIZ
Tuesday night the 19th of February, our first activity of the year finally took place (the pubquiz).
Several competitive teams, composed of about thirty first year students and board members,
battled for the first price.
as much as we did!
They proved their common knowledge in
different rounds, varying from study related
to ‘mamma appelsap’. And they also had to
be creative to come up with their own unique
team name.
The pub quiz ended with the BIG (MAC)
finale, which changed the scores drastically.
Team ‘de hete bliksem’ won the first price
(earplugs and the honour of course). Sadly,
team ‘de krokobil’ became the losing team,
but they were not unhappy at all with their
pity price (chocolate bars). After all, it was
a very competitive and above all a very fun
night. We hope everyone enjoyed it.
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THE BOARD
AND ALL THEIR GUILTY PLEASURES

G

uilty pleasures, everyone has them, just like

between lectures or just after dinner. And I have a surprise!

our Die-Et-Tri board members. Since there has

There is another programme that is just as fantastic as ex

been a board change last january, we thought it

on the beach and has started on the 14th of February…

would be nice to get to know the new board a

Temptation Island! Have you never seen these tv shows? Just

little better. And what is a better way to do this than through

watch them, you will enjoy it, I promise!

their personal guilty pleasure! Therefore every board member
will share their guilty pleasure and tell a little bit more about it.

Lisanne Vintcent
There is a guilty pleasure I really enjoy. A guilty pleasure
which makes you feel better about yourself. Just by
watching at it, you get a
feeling of self-esteem. It is
watching ex on the beach!
Let’s be honest, why would
you ever decide to participate in such a television
programme? To become
famous? I have honestly no
clue. But actually it doesn’t really matter. I am just happy that
people participate and give me that kind of enjoyment in
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Emma Vieveen
I think my guilty pleasure

that you should use to develop yourself towards a more com-

is watching series over and

plete version. But that’s just my opinion.

over again. For example,
I’ve watched Gossip Girl
second time, it was so much

Yela van
Leeuwen

better than the first time! I’ve

Well, guilty pleasures, we do

also watched Gilmore Girls

not think they are strange,

twice, which was also better

we only find them very spe-

the second time, and I don’t

cial ;). Temptation Island

twice and I must say that the

even know how often I’ve

is really one of mine, but

seen some episodes of Modern Family and Friends. Same

Lisanne has already writ-

goes for movies, I’d rather watch a movie I’ve already seen

ten extensively about that!

than a new movie. They’re just getting better the more times

Actually one of mine that’s

you watch it!

inexcusable, but is really delicious: a spoonful of peanut butter snacking from the pot (or two.. or three). Or peanut butter

Sam Hoogaars

with dark chocolate sprinkles: my favourite bread spread.

Onion is part of many

And sometimes you find a new guilty pleasure: I discovered

meals, like in most italian

at the pubquiz of the first year committee that I could easily

meals, but can also be

name all Spice Girls … Oops.

eaten raw on hamburgers
for example. Personally, I
onion, yellow onion, spring

Annabel van
Dieën

onions etc. Most people

I

love their onions prepared

‘eierkoeken met hagelslag’.

with something else, mixed

Especially the big ones from

in a meal. However, I like

the Jumbo, those are just

raw onions the most. In times of depression, like exam weeks

too delicious. For the non-

or the night before your deadline, I sometimes eat an onion

dutchies: I’m talking about

like an apple. It is not something that I’m proud of, but they

egg cake with chocolate

are delicious.

sprinkles. As a kid I used to

love all kinds of onion, red

really,

really

love

eat them with extra sugar on top, but at a certain moment I

Bram Bolwerk

switched to chocolate sprinkles. Normal egg cake definitely
My guilty pleasure is Disney

wasn’t sweet enough for me! Every day I took a piece with

movies. To most it may

me to school and i would eat it during the break. Honestly,

seem that Disney movies

I wdidn’t feel guilty about this habit until I started to study

are meant for children, but

Health & Nutrition. My not-so-guilty pleasure turned into a

those people just don’t see

monster full of sugar... I stopped eating them daily, but every

the bigger picture. Disney

once in a while I can’t resist the attraction ;).

movies represent more than
just a basic and somewhat
entertaining fairy tale. They
show mature themes like
grief and mourning or big
issues in our society, often pictured in an anthropomorphic
frame. Most people just don’t fathom those concepts and just
shout that Disney movies are for kids. Disney movies show
more depth than most other movies and should therefore not
be considered childish, but as deep and meaningful movies
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GUIDO CAMPS
RESEARCHER
VETERINARIAN
FINALIST OF HEEL HOLLAND BAKT

INTERVIEW:
YOU ARE A VETERINARIAN, RESEARCHER

DO YOU HAVE ANY GUILTY PLEASURES

AT HNH AND FINALIST OF ‘HEEL HOLLAND

YOURSELF?

BAKT.’ YOU MUST KNOW A LOT ABOUT
“Yes I do! Besides baking, I like to watch RuPaul’s
Drag Race – everyone is allowed to know this, it is
not a secret and everyone should watch it!”

NUTRITION. DO YOU
CONSIDER BAKING AND
EATING CAKES AS GUILTY PLEASURES?

WHERE DO YOU GET YOUR IDEAS AND INSPI-

“The reason that I like baking is because I am
interested in the various ways cakes are made.
Especially when I encounter an extraordinary cake,
I always want to learn how to prepare such a cake
myself. And guilty… Well, sometimes I feel guilty
after eating cakes, but I cannot resist Cakes are
delicious and taste so good!”

RATION FROM, REGARDING
BAKING?
“I sometimes search for ideas or pictures online.
Also, I like to look into the displays of confectioneries and bakeries. When I see something that looks
beautiful or interesting but I do not know how it is
created, I try to find out how to do it. Often I want to
try it myself then!’’

DO YOU BELIEVE IN GUILTY PLEASURES?
WHAT IS YOUR OPINION ABOUT IT?

I like to look
into the displays of
confectioneries and
backeries.

“Nowadays, there are many ingredients and foods
available. Creating something which tastes considerably good is easy but often also contains many
calories. Therefore, eating in moderation is an
important challenge for me, and also for society.”
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IS IT POSSIBLE TO COMBINE YOUR CURRENT

HOW OFTEN DO YOU BAKE?

WORKLOAD WITH BAKING?

“Since I am on a diet currently, I bake a bit less.
However, when someone asks me to bake, I do.
My daughter, she is four years old, wants a special birthday cake each year. This year it will be a

“Sometimes it is, sometimes it is not. When it is
very busy I do not have time to bake. I fancy baking bread in the weekends, and sometimes for
a special occasion I like to bake cakes or other
sweet delicacies.”

Beauty and the Beast cake!”

HOW DO YOU SEE YOUR FUTURE?

YOU DO A LOT OF DIFFERENT THINGS,

FROM GIVING LECTURES AT ‘UNIVERSITEIT “Currently I am a post-doc, I am still trying to get
VAN NEDERLAND’, RESEARCH ON MRI AND more funding for research. In the future, I want
to have my own position at a university. But if
this does not happen, I will search for something
else... A bakery? No, I do not have the ambition to
have a bakery on my own.” (laughs)

FOOD, DEBATING - WHAT IS MOST IMPORTANT TO YOU?
“I like to combine all these things actually. I do
think it is important to have some in depth and
innovative aspects in my work but at the same
time I enjoy creative thinking about new cakes.
Giving good lectures and presentations is something I think is important, and I try to keep it interesting by bringing in my experiences from all my
hobbies.”

By Roos Caanen, Emma Mouthaan and Annika
Suichies
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DIG DEEPER
THE POWER OF
CHOCOLATE

G

uilty pleasures, the things that people secretly

and make you feel happy [3]. But actually the amount of

enjoy, although they know they actually should

L-tryptophan in chocolate is not that high. Scientists therefore

not. Thinking about this definition, chocolate

say that the compound is probably almost entirely digested

perfectly fits into this. Almost everyone loves

before it reaches the brain [4].

chocolate, but eating too much of it can have

a negative effect on your weight. So why do people crave

Phenylethylamine

chocolate that much? Of course chocolate tastes really good,

Chocolate also contains a compound called phenylethyl-

but there must be something more to it, because there is

amine [5]. This is a body’s own substance that is produced

plenty of other food that is very tasty. The thing is: chocolate

when people fall in love. It occurs naturally in mammals, in

is said to make you happier. Chocolate is eaten a lot as ‘com-

which it is synthesized from the amino acid phenylalanine

fort food’, something you eat when you are sad. People will

by enzymatic decarboxylation. It is often argued that by

quickly grab a bar of chocolate when they are depressed or

ingesting phenylethylamine mood improves and depression

suffer from stress. But does it really make you happier? Keep

can be resolved. For the body’s own phenylethylamine the

on reading because we investigated it for you.

mood-enhancing effect does indeed occur, but not for the
phenylethylamine that you ingest via food. This is generally

Chocolate contains over 300 naturally-occurring chemicals,

not active because the enzyme monoamine oxidase-B (MAO-

from which some of them can affect the human brain by

B) converts it to phenylacetic acid. This substance prevents

the release of neurotransmitters [1]. Neurotransmitters are

phenylethylamine from reaching the brain in a high enough

chemicals that send signals back and forth between neurons.

concentration to have a clearly noticeable effect [6].

Some of these neurotransmitters can be responsible for your
emotions and the way you feel. In this article we will focus on

Anandamide

a few of these naturally-occurring chemicals.

Chocolate also contains anandamide. This is a cannabinoid,
a chemical that hooks up to the same brain receptors that

Tryptophan and serotonin

catch THC in marijuana smoke. Interestingly, anandamide is

Chocolate, especially dark chocolate, contains the precur-

also produced naturally in the brain. Anandamide is broken

sor peptide of serotonin: L-tryptophan [2]. Serotonin is a

down quickly after it is produced. Other chemicals in choco-

neurotransmitter that your nerves produce. It works in the

late are found which may inhibit the natural breakdown of

brain and it influences memory, mood, self-confidence, sleep,

anandamide. Therefore anandamide may stick around lon-

emotion, sexual activity and appetite. Due to a lack of sero-

ger, making people who are eating chocolate also feel good

tonin you can develop depressed feelings. The elevation of

for a longer time [7].

serotonin levels would relieve these depressive symptoms
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Positive associations

Conclusion

Sources

The happiness-feeling is also a bit

All in all, you can get happier when eat-

in your head. We associate choco-

ing chocolate. Unfortunately this effect

late with beautiful memories. Consider

is only temporary and it does not solve

for example the chocolates that you

the actual problems. But despite the

[1] Why does chocolate make people happy? (2014). Retrieved from
Armano artisan chocolate: https://
www.amanochocolate.com/faqs/
why-does-chocolate-make-peoplehappy/

received as a reward when you were

happy-feeling, chocolate contains a lot

little, or the chocolate letters you got

of sugars and fat. One bar of chocolate

when Sinterklaas was in the country.

contains around a quarter of the daily

Through this positive association, we

energy requirement and almost half

can evoke a happy feeling when eating

the recommended daily amount of fat

chocolate when we are sad. This con-

for an adult woman [8]. So our advice:

tributes to making us feeling happier

enjoy, but in moderation!

again sooner [4].
By Fréderique Pruim

[2] V.Guillén-Casla, N.-C. M.-G.-A.-D.
(2012). Determination of serotonin
and its precursors in chocolate samples by capillary liquid chromatography with mass spectrometry detection. Journal of Chromatography A,
158-165.
[3] Serotonine. (2018, March 28).
Retrieved from Wikipedia: https://
nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Serotonine
[4] Word je echt blij van chocola?
(n.d.). Retrieved from cacao van jou:
https://cacaovanjou.nl/actueel/wordje-echt-blij-van-chocola
[5] Chocolade: samenstelling. (2015,
August 30). Retrieved from https://
mens-en-gezondheid.infonu.nl/
dieet/81448-chocolade-samenstelling.html
[6]
Neff,
H.
-Y.
(1973).
β-PHENYLETHYLAMINE:
A
SPECIFIC SUBSTRATE FOR TYPE B
MONOAMINE OXIDASE OF BRAIN.
Journal of Pharmacology and
Experimental Therapeutics, 365-371.
[7] Emmanuelle di Tomaso, M. B.
(1996). Brain cannabinoids in chocolate. Nature, 677–678.
[8] Voedingswaarde van chocolade.
(n.d.). Retrieved from voedingswaardetabel.nl: https://www.voedingswaardetabel.nl/voedingswaarde/
voedingsmiddel/?id=261
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OBESITY
N

owadays obesity affects over a third of the world’s population. If the
worldwide development of obesity continues like this, 38% of the
world’s adult population will be overweight and 20% will be obese in
2030 [1]. Obesity is a complex disease that arises from an interaction
of multiple factors. Nowadays we live in a obesogenic environment. What is this
exactly and how does it affect us? In certain aspects obesity can be compared
with a drug addiction, but how does this work?

OBESITY
The most used method to diagnose obesity is through the
Body Mass Index (BMI). This differs from underweight (<18.5
kg/m2) to severe obesity (≥40 kg/m2) [1]. Recently a measure of abdominal adiposity has become more important to
diagnose obesity. Abdominal adiposity is the fat that surrounds the organs, which is associated with cardiovascular
disease [1].
It’s difficult to assess the cause of obesity because it arises
from an interaction between different risk factors and there
is more research needed to define the interaction between
these factors [1]. Nowadays research is being done to examine the chronic inflammatory mechanism underlying obesity.
Several studies found that a high consumption of nutrients
can trigger a chronic inflammatory reaction in obese adipose
tissue. This can disrupt the normal functioning of the adipose
tissue and therefore also disrupt the glucose regulation in the
body [2].
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vates dopamine pathways. Dopamine is

Sources:

a neurotransmitter, a compounds that

[1] Hruby, A., & Hu, F. B. (2015). The

transfers signals in the nervous sys-

epidemiology of obesity: a big pic-

The emergence of an imbalance between

tem, which modulates rewarding proper-

ture. Pharmacoeconomics, 33(7),

calories that are consumed and calories

ties [5]. Food activates these pathways

673-689.

that are expended can result in excess

through an increase in glucose and insu-

[2]Gregor, M. F., & Hotamisligil, G.

body weight. This energy imbalance can

lin centrations and drugs activate these

S. (2011). Inflammatory mecha-

be a result of socio-economic and envi-

dopamine pathways via direct effect on

nisms in obesity. Annual review of

ronmental factors [1].

dopamine cells [6]. Overstimulation of

immunology, 29, 415-445.

Nowadays we live in a so called “obeso-

these dopamine pathways via drug use

[3]Powell, P., Spears, K., Rebori,

genic environment”. With this is meant

can lead to a drug addiction and over-

M. (2010). What is Obesogenic

that we live in an environment where

stimulation of these pathways via food

Environment?

unhealthy food is available and this

consumption can lead to compulsive

https://www.unce.unr.edu/publica-

environment contributes to obesity [3].

food intake. In the end this can lead to

tions/files/hn/2010/fs1011.pdf

But not everyone living in this environ-

obesity [6]. It’s difficult to fully compare

[4]Lake, A., & Townshend, T. (2006).

ment experiences the same increase in

obesity with a drug addiction because

Obesogenic environments: explor-

weight. Therefore genetics and a per-

food intake is also regulated by a lot of

ing the built and food environments.

sons’ behaviour towards this obesogenic

other factors.

The Journal of the Royal society for

RISK FACTORS

Retrieved

from:

the Promotion of Health, 126(6),

environment are of interest [1]. To reduce
the number of obese people it’s not only

So, obesity arises from multiple factors

262-267.

important to increase a person’s physi-

that interact with each other. In several

[5] Wang, G. J., Volkow, N. D.,

cal activity, change his or her diet and

studies it’s found that there is an inflam-

Logan, J., Pappas, N. R., Wong, C.

change the environment that we live in,

matory mechanism underlying it. Also

T., Zhu, W., ... & Fowler, J. S. (2001).

it’s also important to understand and

the obesogenic environment we live in

Brain dopamine and obesity. The

make a change in the person’s individ-

is of interest as a risk factor for obesity,

Lancet, 357(9253), 354-357.

ual behaviour in the current obesogenic

and it’s important to take a person’s’

[6] Volkow, N. D., Wang, G. J.,

environment [4].

behaviour towards this environment into

Fowler, J. S., & Telang, F. (2008).

account. In certain aspects obesity can

Overlapping neuronal circuits in

be compared with a drug addiction. But

addiction and obesity: evidence of

since food intake is regulated by a lot of

systems pathology. Philosophical

factors, more research needs to be done

Transactions of the Royal Society

to make a full comparison.

B: Biological Sciences, 363(1507),

ADDICTION
The consumption of food is driven by

3191-3200.

hunger and for a part it’s also driven by
the rewarding of it. Food, like drugs, acti-

By Ilse Reus
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ICE SKATING

FIRST YEARS’ PUB QUIZ
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BOARD CHANGE

BIGCIE - NIGHT OUT
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GUILTY PLEASURES
AROUND THE WORLD
Chocolate, ice cream, cake, pizza, french fries, candy, potato chips, cookies, and the list goes on and on. These are some of
our top guilty pleasures. However, if you look at some other countries from around the world, there are some pretty weird guilty
pleasures out there. We have compiled the top 4 strangest guilty pleasures and we hope you find them as weird as we do!

FRIED MARS BARS FROM SCOTLAND

TURRÓN DE DOÑA PEPA FROM PERU

Doesn’t that sound appetising, right? Your favorite candy bar

This is the most sweetest and stickiest cake you will ever find.

covered in some batter and then deep fried. This dish was

It is formed by three or more sticks of flour distributed similarly

invented in Stonehaven, near Aberdeen in 1992. Since then it

to the jenga game, bathed in chancaca honey and decorated

is symbolic of the scottish unhealthy diet. A survey from 2004

with dragess and confections of various shapes and colors.

showed that 20% of the scottish fish-and-chip-shops had this

Typically this cake is eaten during the festival of the Lord of the

specialty on their menu.

Miracles. In October 2009 the biggest Turrón de Doña Pepa
was ever made: it was 307 meters long!

KUSHARI FROM EGYPT

RICE BURGER FROM JAPAN

Do you need to satisfy your carb cravings? Then you have to

Burgers buns made out of rice patties! This dish is sold at

try this dish from Egypt! The ingredients include rice, maca-

MOS burger which is a super big fast-food chain in Japan.

roni and lentils which are topped with a spiced tomato sauce,

You can choose from the kaisen kakiage rice burger (frittered

garlic vinegar, chickpeas, and fried onions. It originated in the

fresh seafood shrimp rice burger), kinpira rice burger (fried

mid-19th century when Egypt was a multicultural country in

burdock and carrot rice burger), and the yakiniku rice burger

the middle economic boom, and since then this dish is widely

(grilled beef strip rice burger). So if you are ever in Japan,

popular among workers and laborers.

make sure to stop at this place and try this burger.
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PUZZLE & WIN:
CROSSWORD
It is time for another puzzle! Fill in this crossword puzzle with the descriptions below. Find out what the solution is by taking the
letters from the pink boxes and fill them in in the box below. Send your solution before the first of June to healthissue.diettri@
gmail.com to have to chance of winning a giftcard from Etos! From all the solutions we receive, the winners will receive an email.

Vertical:
2. Hilarious films about love
4. Sweet treat which comes in dark, milk or white
5. Italian food
Horizontal:
1. It involves meat, bread and lettuce
3. A cold yet sweet and tasty treat
6. Talking about someone with someone else
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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10

11

12

13
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RECIPES
This issue we made our favorite guilty pleasure meals, but with a twist!
For a starter we made a vegan cheesedip for all the cheese lovers. As a
main we made a pizza which is actually pretty healthy because it includes
lots of vegetables and the base is made of sweet potato. As a dessert we
made some delicious cookies with dark chocolate and almonds. Enjoy!
VEGAN CHEESE DIP

CHOCOLATE ALMOND COOKIES

Cheese is one of the biggest guilty pleasures
among savory lovers. Unfortunately cheese is
animal related, so vegans can not eat it. For the
vegans we tried this vegan cheese dip, which
taste a bit like real cheese and has the same
consistency!

Everyone loves cookies! Therefore we decided
to include these almond chocolate cookies in
this issue. They’re very easy to make and they
taste delicious!
Ingredients:
200 grams of flour
1 teaspoon baking powder
½ teaspoon salt
90 grams of sugar
1 sachet of vanilla sugar (8 grams)
75 ml sunflower oil
75 ml water or soy milk
40 grams of almonds (unsalted)
40 grams of dark chocolate

Ingredients:
2 cups peeled potatoes (360 g)
1 cup peeled carrots (135 g)
1/3 cup extra virgin olive oil (70 g)
1/2 cup water (125 ml)
1 tbsp salt
1 tbsp lemon juice
1/2 cup nutritional yeast (available at Albert
Heijn)
1/2 tsp garlic powder
1/2 tsp onion powder
Dash of cayenne powder (optional)

Preparation:
1.Preheat the oven to 175 C.
2.Mix the flour, baking powder, salt, sugar and
vanilla sugar together in a bowl. After that add
the oil and water or soy milk.
4.Knead this together into a smooth dough.
5.Cut the almonds and the chocolate into little
pieces. Knead the little pieces of almond and
chocolate into the dough.
6.Take a little ball of dough (about a tablespoon)
and push this ball flat on the baking tray.
7.Repeat this 15 times to get 15 cookies out of
the dough.
8.Bake the cookies ± 15 minutes.

Preparation:
1. Chop the potatoes and the carrots and boil
or steam them for 20 to 30 minutes or until soft.
2. Place all the ingredients in a blender and
blend until smooth.
3. Serve with tortilla chips and vegetables or use
the vegan cheese to make mac and cheese,
pizza or any other recipe that calls for cheese.
4. Store the vegan cheese in a sealed container
in the fridge for up to 4 days.
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SWEET POTATO PIZZA
According to a survey which ranked the top guilty pleasures,
pizza was the number 1 guilty pleasure reported. Approximately
40% of the respondents said they couldn’t live without pizza.
And we agree! One of our members came up with this recipe of
a sweet potato pizza! The base is super easy to make and the
pizza includes a lot of vegetables. So it is a win win.
Recipe for 1 pizza
Ingredients:
300g sweet potato, peeled and chopped
1 tbsp flaxseed meal
80g buckwheat flour
Seasonings of your choice
Salt and pepper
Pizza sauce
Toppings of your choice
Preparation:
1. Preheat the oven to 180 C.
2. Start by boiling the sweet potato cubes until
very soft, about 10 minutes.
3. Mix the 1 tbsp of flaxseed meal with 2 tbsp of
water and set aside for 10 minutes to thicken.
4. Once the sweet potato is soft, drain it and
mash it with a fork to sweet potato puree.
5. Mix the flour, salt, pepper, seasonings (we
used Italian seasoning and garlic powder), flaxseed and sweet potato puree until everything is
well incorporated.

6. Take the dough and spread it out thinly on a
(pizza) baking plate with parchment paper underneath.
7. Bake the pizza for about 30-35 minutes.
8. Take the pizza out of the oven and top it with
pizza sauce and your favorite toppings (we
used zucchini, cherry tomatoes, mushrooms, red
onion and kale). If you like you can also sprinkle
some (vegan) cheese on top.
9. Bake it again for about 15 minutes and your
pizza is ready!
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TEST PANEL

BOXED CHOCOLATE CAKE MIXES
It is time for some baking! But you feel probably just as overwhelmed as we do when you walk down the
baking aisle. With all those different options a choice is not quickly made. For this issue we tried a bunch
of different chocolate cake mixes. We baked and tasted a fudgy chocolate cake, lava cakes with a melted
chocolate center and ‘brookies’, which are half brownies and half cookies! Keep reading and find out which
one is the best to get for your next baking day!

DR. OETKER SMEUÏG

DR. OETKER VERWEN

CHOCOLADETAARTJE

LAVA CAKES

This is a mix for a delicious chocolate cake according to French recipe (moelleux au chocolat). This
cake is rich in chocolate and the inside is nice
and creamy. According to package instructions
you have to add 125g butter, 2 eggs and 50ml of
water. But what are our opinions? Well, this cake
is definitely super rich in chocolate as it scored
an 8,4 on intense chocolate flavour! It also had
the highest score on smell, which was an 8,1. The
only downside was that is wasn’t airy or light at
all. It scored a 1,9 on airyness. It was rather quite
heavy and dense, and eating too much of this
cake would probably make you sick. Overall, 7 out
of 8 of our committee members would repurchase
this cakemix again, so it was a winner!
Price: 3,07 euro at Albert Heijn (8-10 cake slices)

This mix is for 4 little chocolate cakes with a melted chocolate center. All you’ll have to do to make
these cakes, is to add two eggs and the chocolate
glaze that is already inside the package. Super
easy right? But was it tasty and did they turn out
okay? Well, unfortunately they didn’t completely
turn out as we expected. They didn’t have a melted chocolate core, but rather the whole cake was
super fudgy. When they came out of the oven they
collapsed quite a bit, and didn’t look that pretty as
on the package. Hence why they scored a 3,7 on
appearance. Also, they were the sweetest cake we
tested with a score of 8,9! But surprisingly, overall
they were the tastiest cake with a score of 7,9 and
everyone out of our committee would repurchase
it again!
Price: 2,83 euro at Albert Heijn (4 little cakes)
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Tip: we made all these cakes vegan! The boxed
cake mixes don’t contain any animal ingredients
so you can just adjust the recipe directions. Replace the butter for vegan margarine and eggs for
vegan eggs or a flax/chia egg (1 tbsp flax meal or
chia seeds mixed with 3 tbsp of water per egg)

DR. OETKER VERWEN
BROOKIES
Can’t decide between baking brownies or cookies? Then this cake is the solution.This combination of creamy brownies with a topping of brittle
chocolate chip cookies is perfect. To make them
you will have to add 100g of butter and two eggs.
This was the prettiest cake we tested with a score
of 7,3 on appearance. But, it was the least sweet
and had the least intense chocolate flavour with
scores of 7,0 and 5,8 respectively. Also if you
don’t like fatty desserts, this one isn’t for you as
it scored a 8,7 on fattiness. Another note was that
we thought the brownie to cookie ratio was a bit
off, because it has quite a lot of cookie crumbles
on top. Tastewise is scored a 6,8, which was the
lowest score out of all the cakes we tested. Also
the repurchasing percentage was the lowest, with
57,1% willing to repurchase it.
Price: 2,56 euro at Albert Heijn (8 cake slices)

CONCLUSION
This test sure was a close call! All the mixes have different qualities, though they all are very dense and
and filling. The lavacakes are the best choice based on their taste and sweetness, but if you want to
present something that looks really good, you might wanna go with the brookies. In the mood for something with an intense chocolate flavour? Pick the Smeuïg chocoladetaartje! You see, we had a difficult
time testing these cake mixes.
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BINGE-WATCHING
THE SECRETS REVEALED
Binge-watching, it is a word we hear a lot these days.
And, at least for a lot of students, it has become part of
our free time as an ultimate relax moment. The word is
official defined as ‘watching two or more episodes of the
same series or program in one sitting’. This article will give
you a little information about the statistics and the possible
consequences of binge-watching, and of course, some tips
about what to watch when.
In 2018, a research was done by telecompaper, showing

An often heard advice is to put away electronics one hour

the statistics on

before bed, which in this case actually makes sense. With

binge-watching in the Netherlands. According to this

this information can also be explained why horror and thrill-

research, 61 %

er are most likely to be binge-watched, the story doesn’t

of the Dutch citizens binge-watched

regularly. Among 20 to 29 year olds, only 15 % had never

end at the end of the episode.

binge-watched before, while among seniors this was 60 %.
Watching more episodes at once clearly is something of

Netflix revealed some information about how some series

the younger generations, which is no surprise. The genres

where watched in 2017. Based on that information, we will

‘horror’ and ‘thriller’ are the most tempting to watch for a

give you some inspiration for your next bingeable series.

long time, ‘dramedy’s’ (such as ‘Orange is the new black’)

‘The crown’, ‘A series of unfortunate events’ or ‘Friends

slightly less. ‘Comedies’ and ‘dramaseries’ are least likely

from college’ are good choices if you want to see one

to be binge-watched. In 2017 all Netflix abonnees together

episode at the time. While watching ‘Riverdale’, ‘American

watched 140 hours a day on Netflix. Since binge-watching

vandal’ or ‘13 reasons why’, people are most likely to go

is a recent phenomenon, the consequences are still not

binge-watching eventually.

completely clear. There is, however, research done about

If you are watching with somebody else you might want to

the relation between binge-watching and sleep quality.

stay away from ‘Stranger things’, ‘Orange is the new black’,

First of all, it showed that the more the participants binge-

or ‘Black mirror’ to prevent secretly watching the next epi-

watched, the shorter the sessions were. More important

sode alone, according to the information Netflix revealed.

is that the research showed a relation between bingewatching and poorer sleep quality. This relation was more

By Iris Leeman

significant than other researches had showed between
watching regular television and sleep quality. What is the
explanation behind this?
The difference between a series and a regular tv program,
lies in the content. Series often include different storylines
which take longer than one episode to reveal itself and
all come together in the end of the season. This makes
people want to watch the next episode and thus leads to
binge-watching (made easy by Netflix showing you the
next episode). It also provides identification with the characters. When you finally decide to end your session, your
mind needs some time to be able to stop thinking about
the events that happened. Therefore, it can take longer to
finally being to rest, resulting in poorer sleep.
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HEALTH ISSUE

NEED A BREAK? COLOUR THE MANDALA!
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